USA Volleyball Website Tutorial

History:
The USA Volleyball website at www.usavolleyball.org is part of a larger partnership between the United
States Olympic Committee and many other national governing bodies of sport. After several meetings
where input from the partner sports was solicited, the USOC new media department designed and
programmed the site with the idea of maintaining consistency over all sports. The site was launched in
May 2008 in the lead‐up to the 2008 Beijing Summer Games.
Through collaborative efforts between the site partners and the USOC, several enhancements and
improvements have occurred since launch and work continues on a daily basis to enhance the user
experience.
We clearly understand that the primary objective of the USOC (to drive interest in the Olympics for all
sport fans, across sports) is only one of many important objectives that USA Volleyball (and most other
NGB's) must address. We also understand that blending the USOC objectives and ours creates
challenges in developing the architecture of a website. The USOC has invested a large amount in this
collective project (in both money and staff) and much of the fan friendly, media friendly and video
priorities are a dramatic upgrade to our previous look and capabilities. Our challenge is to make the site
user friendly for our members and constituencies, while still retaining the overall look and functionality
that the USOC and their corporate partners need.
Moving Forward:
The site will continue to regularly evolve as we receive and implement suggestions for improvement and
features. If someone reports site difficulty to your region office, please try to take the time to get as
much detail as you can from the user and report it back to the USAV office. We want to understand the
patterns of where people are looking for information and why they thought it would be in the place they
looked but perhaps wasn't. We want to hear about the problems in detail and also suggestions for
improvement. So, if you have suggestions or details why you or a member is upset with the site, please
pass it to us. It helps everyone in the end. We may not always be able to implement your suggestions,
but they are still requested and very valuable as we work with the USOC to meet each of our needs and
objectives.
Using the Site:
Our site contains quite a bit of content. USA Volleyball and RVA programming is far reaching and covers
many, many aspects and the site reflects that. Let's take a look at the basics:
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"The Top"
Almost all of the navigation and content here is controlled by the USOC. You will notice two ads at the
top and both areas are exclusive to the USOC. They have not pursued many advertising options, so, for
the time being, they will almost exclusively be promoting a USOC property or an NGB event.
The first line of navigation buttons are also completely under USOC control.
teamusa.org is a link to the USOC home page which features all sports under its umbrella. USA
Volleyball stories regularly appear on their home page, giving the sport additional exposure.
The Olympic/Pan Am Sports link lists all sports the USOC works with. USA Volleyball and a link to our
home page exists here, in addition to listings and links to USA Fencing, USA Hockey, USA Baseball, etc.
Athletes takes you to a USOC page listing all 2008 Olympians and their sport, along with "Winter
Athletes" who are preparing for the upcoming 2010 Winter Games.
Shopping is a link to the USOC web store.
The Donate links to a page where you can donate to the USOC.
U.S. Paralympics links you to their home page.
The next two buttons apply to you if you are on the volleyball portion of TeamUSA.org. RVA
commissioners have accounts on the site so they can sign on to access different restricted group pages.
Sign In takes you to the user name and password prompt and Register is used if you do not have an
account. You must be logged in if you wish to comment on any of our news stories or blogs and have
those comments shared on the site with the public, or to access any restricted access groups you belong
to.
The "powered by AT&T" is recognition for AT&T providing site hosting for the entire TeamUSA site of
which we are a part.
The second line of navigation is controlled partially by the USOC and partially by USA Volleyball.
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The Home button, all the way across to the Resources button, have fixed titles set by the USOC. They
are the same across all TeamUSA sport sites. We have the option to turn a button off or on in this area,
but we cannot change the title on these buttons. Juniors, Adults and Grassroots are all buttons we
have created and named. If you look closely, some of these buttons have down arrows after the title,
which indicates that there are sub‐topics under that header. USA Volleyball has control of the sub‐
titles/sub‐sections under the headers. Clicking the top level button takes you to that departmental
"home page".
Navigation Headers and Sub‐Content


Become a memeber today! (USOC controlled tab)

This graphical button/link takes the user to a page giving them basic information on USA Volleyball, the
benefits of membership, membership FAQs and multiple links to the interactive region map and multiple
ways to reach your specific RVA office to join. The page was developed with input from John Kessel,
Margie Mara, Doug Beal and David Schreff. Input and suggestions are welcome!



Grassroots (USAV controlled tab)

The grassroots link and the information contained within grows all of the time. Many dozens of articles
targeted at players, coaches, parents and officials are included here and will be added to as additional
material becomes available. Please feel free to link to any of the USA Volleyball authored articles on
your region website or even save and post them to your region website without a link to our site. We are
making these available to you in an effort to grow the sport and provide additional instructional material
to you and your membership. There is a wealth of information there, so be sure to take a look and keep
coming back for updates.


Adults (USAV controlled tab)

This section contains information for the adult player population. You can find information on past
championships and information on upcoming USAV adult championships. There are additional links
here back to the membership services page to drive potential members back to the RVA.
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Juniors (USAV controlled tab)

This section contains information for national level junior club events including links to age definitions,
national qualifier and bid tournaments, multi‐day region tournaments, the junior beach tour and junior
national championship events. The sub‐navigation also contains links to membership services to drive
members and potential members to their RVA office. Our media staff also populates a page here for
"News Clippings on Junior Volleyball" when they find junior volleyball related stories and features in
local newspapers. If you notice an online article related to junior volleyball that we have not listed,
please email the link to bill.kauffman@usav.org for inclusion on the site. We have quite a listing of
junior volleyball stories here, but there are bound to be more and we want to promote and share those
with all.


Resources (USOC controlled tab)

Most programs and information not covered by other navigation tabs falls here. The sub‐navigation
contains the following:
"About USA Volleyball" ‐ A sub‐section containing mostly corporate information such as a staff
directory, board of directors directory, annual corporate reports, bid manuals, job postings, foundation
information and corporate awards. Most USAV forms, insurance information, operating code, bylaws,
minutes and background screening information can be found here.
"Education" ‐ Our coaching education program resides here and you can find links to CAP and IMPACT
course schedules and registration, additional coaching resources and forms/information for hosting a
CAP course.
"E‐News Updates" ‐ Sign up form for Rotations and other electronic press releases from USAV.
"Men's and Boy's Grassroots" ‐ Information targeted toward the growth of the boys' and men's game,
including grant information and links to various other resources.
"Officials & Rules" ‐ Information pertaining to officiating and rules. You may download the current DCR
and significant rules changes here. Additional information includes national referee clinic information,
applications, officials training material and joint PAVO/USAV agreements.
"Sports Medicine" ‐ Information and directories for our sports medicine commission and its resource
advisory teams.
"USA Volleyball Shopping" ‐ Contains links to the USAV retail apparel store, CAP registration, Molten
volleyball sales and VolleyballUSA subscriptions.
"Wanna' Play?" ‐ Redirects to the membership services page referenced above.
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Events (USOC Controlled tab)

All of our national level events are listed here and the sub‐navigation choices help filter out some of the
events to drill down quicker. Results, ticket information, forms, regulations, etc., are all located on the
specific event page in this section. Any additional links we create to a USAV event on other site pages
end up pointing to an event page in this section. If you are looking for an upcoming or past girls'
championship, you can get there from the Events tab or from additional links we have placed in the
Juniors section.


Athletes (USOC controlled tab)

This section is basically a directory of all current elite level athletes. The sub‐navigation is again broken
down to programs to help you filter out unwanted data if you wish. For example, you can find athletes
from the girls' youth national team with links to profiles, news and photos on individual athletes in this
area.


Disciplines (USOC controlled tab)

This one tends to be a little confusing for some and we have asked the USOC to consider changing this
labeling. Under disciplines you will find indoor, beach, sitting and indoor high performance. High
Performance isn't really a discipline, but is an elite program. We struggled with where to place the link
to the program, and settled with placing it here. Information contained on these pages includes links,
news and more information on national level elite teams across the sport as a whole. Information on
the senior, junior and youth nationals team can be found here.


Community (USOC controlled tab)

This section contains sub‐sections for community forums and blogs. The forums are open to anyone
who is a registered user on the site and are minimally censored (just for inappropriate language).
Blogs are regularly written by some staff members, athletes, coaches and team delegates. There is
some really good material here, so be sure to browse by here.


Photos (USOC controlled tab)

Many photo galleries featuring pictures from junior events, beach events, education events, national
team events, as well as several featuring non‐competition events like national team public appearances.
Please note this is mostly action photography and not team photo type galleries.


Video (USOC controlled tab)

The USOC has recently given us the ability to directly upload video to this section. Occasionally the
USOC will produce and post volleyball content here. We have begun uploading various volleyball videos
where we have secured the proper rights to do so. Rights issues are tricky and we are unable to post
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most national team matches. We are constantly working to expand the library of video content and will
add material as it becomes available. JO footage produced by the USOC the past two years is located
here. Please let us know if you have suggested material or if you have rights to material that would
interest a wide audience. Some videos in this section can be embedded to your website for streaming
to your regional audience. We would stream the video from the USOC server, but it would appear to
reside on your site. Just look for the "Embed Video" link in the video player. Some videos will have this
feature and some will not.


News (USOC controlled tab)

Contains links to all USA Volleyball produced news and feature stories.


Search (USOC controlled feature)

The "Search" feature is located at the top right‐hand side of each page. This function was working
poorly until recently. We pressed the USOC to make fixing this a higher priority and it has continually
improved over the past few months. If you gave up on it early, please give it another try. It wasn't that
it didn't work properly, it was more that the returned results made it look like it didn't return anything
or very little. It now works more as intended, but still not as good as it could be. However, the USOC
assures us that it is a continuing priority to make it better and search across photos, video, forums, etc.
Again, give it another try. If you are unable to what you are looking for through the search feature,
provide us with feedback and details so we are able to share this information with the USOC and the
developers.
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Features Around the Site Home Page:
There are several different parts of the site's "home page." Here are important features to take note of:

This is the main feature of the home page and continually rotates the most current news stories from all
levels of USA Volleyball programming. The highlighted story and photo changes every 6‐8 seconds while
the user is on the page. The user can click on the "READ MORE" link at the end of the teaser to read the
full feature story. This can contain video stories, photo albums, blogs and news stories.
What does this mean to the RVA? We are excited to be able to feature and promote stories like the
educational efforts of Gateway shown in the story above. We would love to feature news, photos or
even video from your region if you feel you have a good story of wide interest.
Directly below the featured story box on
the home are graphical links to programs
that are happening or of interest at that
point in time. We added this feature in
direct response to complaints that it took
too many clicks to get to something or that
a user couldn't find it at all. These graphical
links change from week to week, so you will
not always see the same ones. During the
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lead‐up to and during the Junior Olympic Championships the first two graphical links indicated the
specific event and took you straight to the event page in one click. This has helped address some of the
navigational issues.

The Athlete Spotlight section is a new feature in
2009 that was not part of the site at launch. It
gives us an opportunity to promote either 1, 3, or 5
different athletes. We have discussed using a few
of these spots to highlight our junior student‐
athletes.
The link for "more athletes" leads to a full listing of
national level athletes and with photos, news and
blogs.

The Latest Blog Posts section links to the five most recent blog entries
on our site. The link for "more blogs" goes to a page listing all of our
blogs. John Kessel regularly posts a popular blog and we attempt to
have coaches or athletes blog from events in which we participate.
There are some very good stories here and we highly encourage you to
look them over. Every time we post a blog here, it also appears for a day
or two on the USOC home page for extra exposure.

Photo Galleries are available from many of our
competitions and programs. If we can get a
photographer there, we will create a gallery. The
home page will display the three most recent
galleries with a brief description and link. The "more
photos" link takes you to all of our photo galleries
since the site launched.
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The "In The News" section allows us to aggregate
information on volleyball from other internet sources via an
RSS feed. There are very few RSS feeds available for
volleyball at this point and I urge your region to add one to
your website if possible. It is free and an easy way to help
populate your site with information others are providing at
no real cost and help push your information to other sites
at no cost. As you notice above, we have feeds coming in
from the FIVB, About.com and a Blog Talk Radio show
about volleyball. We would love to have some of those
headlines show up coming from your region. The "more
headlines" link take you to all of the volleyball stories from RSS feeds (however, it is not functioning
correctly and the USOC is trying to fix it.)
What does this mean for the RVA? In an ideal scenario, your region website would give a small bit of
space on its home page or news page and program it to accept content from one of the several USA
Volleyball RSS feeds. We have all different kinds of RSS feed content and you can pick from any of it.
You can grab our news story feed, a feed from John Kessel's blog, a feed for photo galleries or a feed for
new video content. Once the USA Volleyball feed or feeds are programmed in to your site, your site can
be automatically updated with our stories when we post something new on our site. On the other end,
your web site can publish its own feed or feeds with your own content to push to others. We are more
than happy to include regional RSS feeds in to this section if you have them available. Your member
clubs may want to incorporate your RSS news feed in to their club site to provide more content and
lessen their load in distributing information. There are some great opportunities here to work with
clubs to develop very specific information applicable to all clubs to push to their sites.

The Events box is a listing of the next four upcoming
events and direct links to the information page(s) .
The "more events" link goes to the full USA Volleyball
events calendar including qualifier events, CAP
courses, webinars, national championship events and
national team events. Each listing is also a "one‐click"
link directly to that event.
What does this mean to the RVA? We can look at
adding regional championship dates to the calendar
that link back to your site, but need full cooperation
from all regions. We have the ability to add event
logos to the calendar, too.
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Social Networking Tools ‐ While
you are visiting a volleyball news
page or a blog feature on the
site, look for the sharing tools at
the end of a story. You are able
to easily and quickly send a
teaser about the story to your
Facebook page, your Delicious shared bookmark page, Digg the article or seed Newsvine with the story.
All are tools that help spread volleyball through social networking and viral tools. For more information
on Facebook, visit www.facebook.com. Information on Delicious is at www.delicious.com. The Digg
website is at www.digg.com and Newsvine at www.newsvine.com.
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